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KAJIAN FILEM BERASASKAN LATEKS GETAH ASLI (GA)
BERLAMINA UNTUK KEGUNAAN PEMBERSIHAN ACUAN

ABSTRAK

Penggunaan lateks getah asli (GA) semakin meningkat kebelakangan ini menyebabkan peningkatan sisa lateks di tapak pelupusan. Ini adalah kerana sifat kompoen getah yang tidak stabil dan spesifikasi kualiti produk lateks yang ketat. Sisa buangan yang tidak digunakan dengan betul boleh menimbulkan masalah ekologi dan alam sekitar yang serius. Disebabkan masalah ini, satu percubaan telah dibuat untuk menghasilkan laminasi lateks GA dengan sisa lateks getah asli (SGA) untuk digunakan sebagai sebatian pembersih acuan menggantikan sebatian getah kering. Laminasi filem lateks disediakan dengan menyusun kepingan lateks GA (lapisan luar) dan kepingan lateks SGA (lapisan teras) secara berselang-seli. Lapisan luar mengandungi agen pencuci untuk tujuan pembersihan. Kesan jenis dan pembebanan agen pencuci yang berbeza telah dikaji. Filem lateks GA dengan agen pencuci monoethanolamine (MEA) mempunyai sifat mekanikal yang baik berbanding filem lateks GA dengan agen pencuci di-(3-aminopropyl) ether of diethylene glycol (DCA 221). Pembebanan optimum bagi agen pencuci MEA diperolehi pada 5 phr, peningkatan pembebanan MEA menyebabkan sifat mekanikal filem semakin menurun. Kesan perbezaan ketebalan lateks GA berlami pada suhu pengacuanan yang berbeza terhadap sifat mekanikal juga dikaji. Filem berlami dengan lapisan teras yang nipis memerlukan suhu pengacuan yang rendah manakala filem berlami dengan lapisan teras yang tebal memerlukan suhu pengacuan yang tinggi untuk membentuk filem dengan sifat mekanikal yang baik. Lapisan teras memberikan filem lateks berlami dengan sifat-sifat mekanikal yang lebih baik, tetapi nisbah lapisan teras yang berlebihan akan menyebabkan penurunan sifat-sifat tersebut. Keberkesanan pembersihan acuan, samada sebatian lateks GA atau lateks getah nitril (NBR) bergantung kepada kebolehaliran lapisan getah segar yang mempunyai agen pencuci. Keberkesanan pembersihan acuan filem berlami lateks NBR lebih bagus berbanding filem berlami lateks GA. Ini mungkin disebabkan kebolehaliran lateks NBR lebih baik daripada lateks GA dan lateks NBR mempunyai rintangan yang baik terhadap minyak berbanding lateks GA.
STUDY ON LAMINATED NATURAL RUBBER (NR) LATEX BASED FILMS FOR MOULD CLEANING APPLICATION

ABSTRACT

The consumption of natural rubber (NR) latex is increasing recently hence increased the waste latex in landfill. This is due to the unstable nature of the latex compound and the strict specifications in the quality of latex products. Improper use of waste latex can create serious ecological and environmental problems. Due to this problem, an attempt was made to laminate the NR latex with waste natural rubber (WNR) latex as mould cleaning compound to substitute the dry rubber compound. The latex lamination films were prepared by arranging the NR latex sheets (outer layer) alternately with WNR latex sheet (core layer). The outer layers contain the cleaning agent for cleaning purposes. Effect of different types and different loading of cleaning agent were investigated. NR latex film with monoethanolamine (MEA) cleaning agent gives the best mechanical properties compare to NR latex film with di-(3-aminopropyl) ether of diethylene glycol (DCA 221) cleaning agent. The optimum loading for MEA cleaning agent was obtained at 5 phr, the increment of MEA loading caused the mechanical properties of the NR latex film to decrease. The effect of different thicknesses of NR latex laminated film at different moulding temperature on mechanical properties of NR latex also has been studied. The laminated film with thinner core layer needed low moulding temperature while the laminated film with thicker core layer needed higher moulding temperature to form the film with good mechanical properties. The core layer gave laminated latex film with better mechanical properties, but excessive of core layer portion caused the decreased in the properties. The effectiveness of mould cleaning, either NR latex or NBR latex compound was depends on the flow ability of the fresh latex layer with mould cleaning agent. The mould cleaning effectiveness of the NBR latex laminated film is observed to be better than NR latex laminated film. It is maybe due to the flow ability of NBR latex is better than NR latex and NBR latex has good resistance to oil compare to NR latex.
CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

A large number of polymer products especially rubber products are produced through moulding process. One of the major problems of moulding process is the fact that the rubber parts manufactured often stick to the mould after process. Consequently, moulds fouling are formed where deposits from previous moulding stick to the surface of the mould and these in turn cause imperfection on the next cycles of moulding process. Mould release and mould fouling have serious implications to the polymer industry in terms of limiting the production rate and in an industry where ‘time is money’ this can represent a significant cost to the industry. Mould cleaning process is a process of removal build-up deposit or residue material on the mould surface after repeated cycles of production. It is an important process in product manufacturing in order to have good quality of finish product. Without mould cleaning process, the surface of finish product will be affected (Lindsay, 1999).

The most common used mould cleaning process is sand blasting technique (Bawa, 2006). Sand blasting is cheaper process but it takes longer period to clean the moulds and for long term application, it tends to damage the mould because of the usage of high velocity fine materials (Packham, 2002 and Golubski, 2007). As for mould cleaning compounds from dry rubber depends solely on the skill of the operators where they are mismatch in phase of compounding with crucial parts to obtain low scorch time and better dispersion of cleaning agent (Sivaprakasam, 2007 and Johnson, 2001).
Researchers and engineers are continuously studying the easiest, fastest and safety way to clean up the mould after repeated cycles of usage. Natural rubber (NR) latex has excellent strength properties (Chuayjuljit et al., 2009). NR latex compounds will be beneficial as a new substitute for dry rubber compound as mould cleaning because of its excellent strength properties which can attract the dirt from mould. The NR latex films through the dipping process cannot be used as mould cleaning product due to the thin film produced which stick on the mould hence difficult for cleaning processes. Hence, the lamination of NR latex film is necessary to increase its thickness and to avoid excess film on the mould surface. The utilization of waste NR latex with fresh NR latex on the lamination films will give an added value for recycling purposed.

This work focused on preparation of NR latex films as a based material for mould cleaning compound. The adhesion property between NR latex film and waste natural rubber (WNR) latex as mould cleaning compound was investigated. The NR latex lamination film was characterized and tested for its suitability and feasibility as substitute material for mould cleaning product. The comparison of cleaning effectiveness between the NR latex lamination and Nitril Butadiene rubber (NBR) latex lamination film also is carried out. The use of NR latex lamination films with WNR latex can contribute to novel materials for mould cleaning product as a green materials and easier for cleaning.

1.2 Problem Statement

Natural rubber (NR) latex has abundant industrial uses, especially in the health-care industry, such as medical gloves, condoms, catheters, baby bottle nipples, balloons, etc (Kabara et al., 2006). Figure 1.1 shows the statistic for Malaysian domestic consumption of NR in year 2013. The largest consumption of NR in year
2013 for rubber gloves industry is around 70%. The highest consumption of NR in production of latex products such as rubber gloves, rubber thread, latex foam and other latex products compare to the usage of NR for tyres and tubes, rubber footwear, rubber compounding/bands/sheeting and other rubber products. The high consumption of NR latex products contributes to higher latex wastes either in solid form or liquid form from latex glove manufacturing which indirectly increased the waste disposal problems.

Figure 1.1: Malaysian domestic consumption of NR products in 2013 (MARGMA, 2014).

According to Mathew et al. (2001), the formation of a higher percentage of waste latex rubber (WLR) in latex factories is due to the unstable nature of the latex compound and the strict specifications in the quality of latex products. These latex rejects contain about 95% rubber hydrocarbon of very high quality, which is only lightly cross-linked. These rejects, if not properly used, can create serious ecological and environmental problems. Due to the pollution caused by latex, many attempts to